15th International Design Awards

Category: **Multiple Disciplines**
Deadline: October 31, 2021

Architects, interior designers, product designers, graphic designers and fashion designers are invited to submit their work for the IDA design competition. The **International Design Awards** exists to recognize, celebrate and promote legendary design visionaries and uncover emerging talent in the design industries around the world.

There are five main categories: **Architecture, Interior, Product, Graphic, Fashion**.

Projects can be conceptual, in progress or completed. All work must be produced within the last 5 years. The diverse list of jurors comprises art critics, editors, architects, cultural leaders and key developers in the design industry.

**Entry fee (first entry):** Professional from 70 USD, Students from 40 USD.

**Eligibility**
Open worldwide to architects, interior designers, product designers, graphic designers and fashion designers.

**Prize**
IDA Trophy for the winning design in each discipline, Certificates and inclusion in the IDA Annual Book of Design for all the first and second place winners.

Student winners in each discipline compete for the Emerging Designer Of The Year title, awarded to one student in either architecture or interior design, products, graphics, or fashion that demonstrates extraordinary vision and creativity in his/her approach.